
Dear Jim, 	 2/7/79 

The return address on Tony Summers' 2/2 to you is less than a block tram 
Mary Ferrell's home. I presume he lived there to consult her records for the 
drafting of his book or for editing his draft. 

Bak has not been in touch with me directly or indirectly, for this book 
or for his prior TV show. 

I don't care what you do or do not tell him. MY ovn view is that if he 
can wait until he has a "tight deadline" that is his problem. He has been get« 
ting his information elsewhere for his book and ha did not have to wait until 
time presses. Moreover, his experience amd sophistication tell him that what 
is proper if he wants fnformation from any of my litigation is to ask me and 
not put the lawyer to the trouble of asking me. 

After his TV shove= aired he wrote something that had the British critics 
in an uproar. I do not remember the details but my general impression is that 
it was defamatory and written from a supericeinius, unique-comprehension of 
truth perspective. 

There is no reassurance in his title, "Not in Your Lifetime," less when 
he says it is a 'Warren quote. I believe it is more a paraphrase. In any event 

if his book is on the withholding and what was withheld and he delayed speaking 
to either of us to now he book can't really be what he suggests. Qr we'd want 

not even indirect connection with it. 

Nor is thbre any assurance babies description of "en overview book" of t 
that title. Overview of what if he stayed away from those who have done 
most to bring to light what was withheld? Of the nuts, and the Blakey line 
that all are nuts? 

If he cites Bud's book on the withheld CIL records why does he not get 
that info from Bud? 

Some reflects little comprehension of reality, like "How much of the 
spectrographic material is now released, etc.?" Can this be answered without 
knowing what there vas? Does he? He is doing a book on what is withheld and 
why and it is an overview and to now he has had no question about either that 
case or what we learned in its long biatory? An overview without that history? 

Can't be a serious work, whatever else it is or isn't. I'm not saying 
this to tell you what to do or not do. I mean I don't care whatever you do 
or do not tell him. Xxcept my attitude. Aile have no reasonmto expect him 
to be in touch with me 4* want to do bathing to' discourage him so his decision 
not to will be his and I will be completely independent of whatever he writes. 

His colleagues on the TV show wanted him to meet with ma because they 
were uneasy about some of his views. He, appears not to have wanted to then. 
They also used sane of my work as theirs, no credit. I have rarely had any 
good experiences with professionals who lack ordinary honesty or indulge 
excess ego and make false pretension in their finished product. 

Beet, 
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December 30th 1978 

Dear Yir Lesar, 

You may recall speaking with me on the telephone many monthd ago when I was putting together 

a film documentary about the Kennedy assassination for the BBC, I am now working on an 

overview book on the assassination called "Not In Your Lifetime" - primarily for British 

consumption. I tell you the probable title because it will clarify the relevance and 

importance of the information I hope you can supply. I as aware that you have long been 

associated with Harold Weisberg and his Information suits, and thus assume you can help, 

I have taken the title (from a quote by Justice Warren about when all documents would finally .  

be  released to the public) because a major theme of the book is that - whatever the truth 

about conspiracy or not conspiracy - much material has been withheld, I wish to compile a 

paragraph or two on the lines of that on Page 13 of Bud Fensterwald's "Coincidence and 

Conspiracy", in which he points out the volume of classified information as of 1976. Much 

has since been released, and I wish to be accurate and up-to-date. Can you help? I shall 

be.particularly glad to hear how much is known to be retained at the CIA. For example, is it 

still true that, as on Coincidence Page 13, "there is no doubt that the vast majority (of CIA 

files) remain classified in whole or in part": How much of the spectrographic material is now 

released etc? 

I am working tojtight deadline and would be delighted to hear from you soon at the above Texas 

address. 
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Yours sincerely, 

 

Anthony Summers 


